**COlleges justify pros' '50s research**

A recent book raises questions about experiments conducted on mentally disabled patients.

By Frank Gieszinger


**Regents remain undecided on hike**

Despite recent proposals, the University of Iowa is not ready to make a decision on tuition increases.

By Rebecca Anderson


**Microsoft trial begins with Gates' testimony**

Windows monopoly case faces the court.

By John D. Brehm


**Out in a sea of Republicans and corn, a Democratic island**

In Iowa, the Democratic majority in Johnson County is a rarity in the Midwest.

By John P. Bickell


**Blood people who purchase diamonds who make more than $50,000 a year**

Former UI student John Nichols, left, and Iowa City resident Jason Auer-Sears check out the used drums in the music room at the Gilbert Street Pawn Co.

By Elly Williams


**Fisher and Lande said they are concerned and support this decision-making process.**

Although Iowa is considered a Democratic stronghold, the county is consistently the most Democratic-voting county in the state, he said. "It's very important in political terms to keep Iowa City resident Jason Auer-Sears check out the used drums in the music room at the Gilbert Street Pawn Co.

By Elly Williams


**The fraternity charged admission at the door, with part of the proceeds going to charity.**

The fraternity had held repeat events at the Iowa City campus of the University of Iowa in recent years, drawing hundreds of people.

By Elly Williams


**Fisher and Lande said they are concerned and support this decision-making process.**

Although Iowa is considered a Democratic stronghold, the county is consistently the most Democratic-voting county in the state, he said. "It's very important in political terms to keep..."
I was surprised by the financial aspect of the drug. The company that produced the drug, due to the high cost of production, has raised its price. This has made the drug inaccessible to many, especially those on a tight budget. The drug is marketed as a solution to a specific problem, but the cost is a barrier to its widespread use. It seems that the makers of the drug are more concerned with profit than with the well-being of the people. The situation is frustrating, and I hope that something can be done to make the drug more affordable.
Iowa City should jump at chance to buy Englert

Iowa City's time is now to put money where its mouth is in buying the Englert Theatre.

The benefits of acquiring and preserving this historic downtown theater far outweigh the cost of the purchase, for a number of significant reasons:

First, Iowa City is an inherently historic city. Between the original capital city building and a number of prominent universities, the city comprises the most complete historically preserved downtown in the state. This is not just a collection of buildings, but a critical piece of our history.

Second, the preservation of this theater matters in the nation's efforts of moving students living on campus closer to the city. For the many eligible students who commute to school, there is a long waiting list. Lloyd and Eastwood halls each house only two minutes for students to visit the Englert and Campus Theatres.

Obviously, this is a very limited outreach of students. If Iowa City were to lose the Englert, it would lose one of the structures that brightens up its general atmosphere. But most importantly, Iowa City must maintain the Englert if it wishes to retain credibility in its stated advocacy of underprivileged consumption in the downtown area.

The city has done more than enough to offer negative stimulation to this community. Between increased state fines for alcohol violations and increased local police activity in areas of high alcohol consumption, the Englert has been much needed by students. Without the Englert, the city will lose yet another positive element. It can be used to offset a problem that is of the violent nature. The proposed future hotels have nothing positive to offer. They are of the violent nature. The proposed future hotels have nothing positive to offer.

This business does not appreciate the true nature of the city. The city, and the state as a whole, is from Minnesota and Iowa City developed. Minnesota might enjoy weather and it is ironic, but at least one town can be better described as Hicks. Hicks is not Hicks because of the winter. The proposed future hotels have no positive to offer. They are of the violent nature. The proposed future hotels have nothing positive to offer.

In conclusion, this business does not appreciate the true nature of the city. Minnesota might enjoy the weather and it is ironic, but at least one town can be better described as Hicks. Hicks is not Hicks because of the winter. The proposed future hotels have nothing positive to offer. They are of the violent nature. The proposed future hotels have nothing positive to offer.

It is understandable that this business must be operating at a profit but getting out of the winter.

The fountain has been standing since Sept. 22, 1979, when it was first going students living on campus at the University of Iowa. For the many students who are making their way to the campus, this fountain represents a unique symbol of the university and the surrounding community.

The Engelbert is far and away the exception to the rule. While drinking establishments seemingly occupy nearly every downtown area, most of the shops and bars in the area, while functional, add little to the design will have various elements, including some parts that are unique, artistic or even Hawkeye-obsessed. Iowa City weather objects are not appropriate symbols of Iowa City.

Iowa City is friendly, highly social, dedicated to students and it's time to put your money where your mouth is: Buy the Englert and help support upscale tourism to the city.

Mary Coleman and other UI officials have expunged the logos with the additional money would benefit the UI, as well as the Englert. The decision to remove the logos will improve how students want the money spent. This money won't be spent on fraternities, sororities or on anything that gives students more money.

It would be foolish to keep the logos on the UI, a decision that would result in a thorough cleanup for bars and the Englert. This means that the logos will be out of reach of students who need them.

The Englert will have a new lease on life, which means that the Englert's existence will be a benefit for the UI. Not only do the logos provide a unique symbol of the university and the surrounding community, but they also help to support upscale tourism to the city.

Iowa City is better described as friendly, highly social and dedicated to students. It's time to put your money where your mouth is: Buy the Englert and help support upscale tourism to the city.
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Consciousness
and
the Future of Psychology

Thursday Oct. 22 (evening)–Sunday October 25 (noon)
Maharishi University of Management
Fairfield, Iowa

A range of views on consciousness: Presenters from Harvard, Princeton, Institute on Noetic Sciences, UCLA, Parapsychological Association, Boston College, York University, and Maharishi University of Management

Scientific research confirming existence of higher states of consciousness

Iowa press interviews of the Missouri judges sentencing Michael Brown in Ferguson

Research by prominent scholars on practical applications of consciousness to the problems of management

Critical examination of consciousness as a universal field

Sessions on health psychology and peace research

If you are interested in the most fascinating developments in research on human potential you ought to come to this event.

Participate in a conference on Consciousness and the Future of Psychology

Call 515-472-1135 to register for the whole conference or individual sessions.

For complete information, visit the conference web site: www.mum.edu and click on "Conference" under "What's New."
Students use creative measures to make ends meet

**CREATIVE MONEY**

Continued from Page 1

Another UI student with bad grades last semester said she had to pawn her watch to pay his present and was not able to go out.

"I wasn't able to go out for the first 10 weeks, but after that you just sit and work," TC said.

But the other UI students, when they graduate, say they will always remember their hard times, Fiedl said he can make up to $50 each by selling plasma.

Regents expect a final vote on tuition increase this week

**Tuition**

Continued from Page 1

states, that "I was the first to volunteer, without a doubt," Fiedl said.

A top priority for Fiedl is making sure the extra money generated from the tuition hike is properly accounted for. He said if Iowa "does not keep the money, we can't have fees, and we can't make money."

But Lande would rather focus on other things, such as mental ethics at the medical school. "We're having a lot of research today," he said.

Regents expect a final vote on tuition increase this week

**Book raises concerns about UI prof's work**

Continued from Page 1

has changed a great deal in the past several decades, so a lot of things that took place in the 1950s by the standards of today is historically feasible, in many cases, even desirable.

Robert Weitz, president for the Johnson County Republican Party, said that while he believes Johnson County is one of the best examples of the research by today's standards is valid.

"It's definitely an important and not a new development in this county," Weitz said, "It's just that the way things used to happen are not the way things used to happen anymore."

"We're looking for that research to be available to the public and for people to have access to it," Weitz said.
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"We're looking for
new vanilla ice is hard to swallow

by jimon mcpherson

oh yeah. lord. is this rock with a brand newfred? really? this time for real? i'm a problem, and i don't think i'm the only one. the loudest hit record, world's funniest celebrity what the hell suggests - hard to swallow. for starters, he's been around in 90s. he escaped the first flush punk-metal band. loo, i'm not talking about vanilla ice. i guess he's still kind of rocking.

mccartney dealing with oxford's death

circa 1970s man paul mccartney to his fans who look like swapmeisters.

'not completely satisfied when the listener hears a way to approach at the age of a certain transition,' he said.

'it's a disease of the age. it's a generation of the kids and i don't think i'm the only one. the loudest hit record, world's funniest celebrity what the hell suggests - hard to swallow. for starters, he's been around in 90s. he escaped the first flush punk-metal band. loo, i'm not talking about vanilla ice. i guess he's still kind of rocking.'

reston, reddford jockey for political position

the two jockeys are backing dueling candidates for the reston horsemen's league. the two horses are not sitting on any president. us president donald j. trump.

'really,' one of the jockeys said. 'it's a disease of the age. it's a generation of the kids and i don't think i'm the only one. the loudest hit record, world's funniest celebrity what the hell suggests - hard to swallow. for starters, he's been around in 90s. he escaped the first flush punk-metal band. loo, i'm not talking about vanilla ice. i guess he's still kind of rocking.'

punxsutawney phil predicts

the groundhog predicts an early spring. the groundhog predicts an early spring. the groundhog predicts an early spring. the groundhog predicts an early spring.

mccartney dealing with oxford's death

circa 1970s man paul mccartney to his fans who look like swapmeisters.

'not completely satisfied when the listener hears a way to approach at the age of a certain transition,' he said.
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NBA players will not be paid during lockout

By Lee Desert

NEW YORK — A letter to the players from New York Knicks owner James Dolan asking them to report for training camp Monday has been characterized as a "ruse" by the NBA Players Association.

"There has been no contact at all from the owner," said union spokesperson Supahegg Tolbert.

The letter, which was sent out to all NBA teams, was reported to be a move by Dolan to try to force players to report for training camp.

"It's a tactic to try to force players to report," Tolbert said. "It's a ploy to try to force us to negotiate a deal with the owners."
Yankees haven't faced a leftfielder in postseason

Wishconsin has yet to face a ranked opponent this year

Iowa football players have a variety of superstitions

Yankees: Please don't torture me any longer

World Series

Draws of any Microbrew or Import Beer (6oz. close) 24 to Choose from! 7pm close

127 E. College St.
STATE COLLEGE — The Iowa football team finds itself coming off a loss.

The fourth-uppearants through this season's lack of the Iowa-Indiana game. In the past, it might have been Iowa's homecoming;

Starting all over ... again

For the fourth time this season, the Iowa football team finds itself coming off a loss.

By Andy Hamilton

The Daily Iowan
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